Fancy
Turn
Screws
This set of screwdrivers
have 3-5/8” long horn or
rosewood handles, brass
caps, and come in 3/8”,
1/4”, and 3/16” wide heads.

#Turn-Screw-A
Rosewood handles
shown
only $39.99
#Turn-Screw-AH
horn handles
only $42.99

This set of three
screwdrivers have fancy
3-5/8” long turned rosewood
handles, polished steel
ferrules, with 3/16”, 1/4”, and
7/32” wide tool bits.

#Turn-Screw-F
only $49.99

Turn
Screws
Our turn screw sets include three sizes: 3/8”, 1/4” and 3/16” wide

with reinforced brass heads. Choose rosewood or horn handles.
The fancy screwdrivers have 3-5/8” long handles.
#Turn-Screw-A
set of three, rosewood handles only $39.99
#Turn-Screw-AH set of three, horn handles
only $42.99
Our fancy set of turn screws includes three sizes: 3/16”, 1/4” and
7/32”. Reinforced steel tool bits with 3-5/8” long handles.
#Turn-Screw-F
set of three, fancy rosewood
only $49.99

Gun Maker’s Inletting Scrapers

Gun Stock Maker’s Chisels and Gouges:
Forged in the U.S.A. for gunmakers, these chisels and gouges
are made of tempered 1095 high carbon spring steel. Hardened
to produce a fine grain structure, 1095 steel has finer grain,
greater hardness, and can be whetted to a sharper edge than
steels which contain nickel or chrome. Each tool is individually
hand shaped, flame hardened, tempered and ready to hone,
using our Arkansas stone.

#Chisel-BC-38 #Chisel-S-38
3/8” wide bent 3/8” wide straight
chisel blank
chisel blank
$10.99
$10.99

Straight Blade Chisels, in four sizes............... #Chisel-S-##
Made for straight cuts and inside corner work, the gunmaker will
find the smaller sizes useful for inletting, and larger sizes useful
for outside shaping. The cutting edge is ground square across.
#Chisel-S-1/8
chisel, 1/8” straight
only $10.99
#Chisel-S-3/16
chisel, 3/16” straight
only $10.99
#Chisel-S-1/4
chisel, 1/4” straight
only $10.99
#Chisel-S-3/8
chisel, 3/8” straight
only $10.99
Bent Blade Chisels........................................ #Chisel-BC-##
The bent blade chisel presents the edge at a convenient
angle, to cut those hard to reach places in the lock mortise,
and to square the barrel channel behind the plug and tang.
It is important to achieve a good fit behind the barrel, as this
area absorbs recoil. Bent blade chisels have the edge ground
square across.
#Chisel-BC-1/8
chisel, 1/8” bent blade only $10.99
#Chisel-BC-3/16
chisel, 3/16” bent blade only $10.99
#Chisel-BC-1/4
chisel, 1/4” bent blade only $10.99
#Chisel-BC-3/8
chisel, 3/8” bent blade only $10.99

#Tool-Curl
for inletting
round barrels
$16.99

Gunsmith’s Scraper, for inletting round barrels.............#Tool-Curl
Pull the cutting edge inside your stock’s round barrel channel, scraping
tiny curls, until your tapered round barrel fits perfectly. Three interchangeable cutters allow you to cut different sizes. In between diameters are
easily cut, by holding the tool at an angle. To sharpen the cutting disks,
remove the handle screw, lay them flat on the stone, and hone until the
rim is flat and sharp edged. Set includes handle, mounting screw, 3/4”,
1” and 1-1/4” cutters. Use our Inlet Black.
#Tool-Curl scraper, with 3 disks, for round inletting
only $16.99
Be sure to order an Arkansas Whet Stone for your chisels, and keep
it on your bench. Slide the cutting edge across the stone, once every
minute or two. Use a steady hand, and you will never need to stop and
sharpen a dull chisel. It will stay sharp, as you use it.
Whet Stone, double Arkansas stones................................ #Whet-2
Both medium and fine grit Arkansas stones, mounted in a convenient
block of solid oak. Approximately 2 x 4” stones, gift packed in a protective
case, just right for sharpening a gunmaker’s chisels.
#Whet-2
mounted double Arkansas stones
only $17.99
Inletting Black, and Inletting Gold .................#Inlet-Black or Gold
Jet black pigment, in a grease base that won’t dry out. Simply “dry
brush” a tiny amount on the part, press it into the mortise, and the
“fingerprint” left behind will make interference areas obvious. A few
authors call this stuff “inletting compound” or “spotting compound”. We
recommend our “Gold” color, if you are working with walnut.
#Inlet-Black
inletting black, 1/2 ounce, for maple
only $   6.99
#Inlet-Gold
inletting gold, 1/2 ounce, for walnut
only $11.50
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